What does Lift Solutions offer?

Designing and producing tower cranes for special applications, such as bridges, barrages, shipyards, power stations, and many more.

- Tower cranes on portal base, on tubular masts
- Guyed cranes
- Cranes with intensive working cycles
- Cranes with capacities of up to 3000 m.t and higher
- Cranes associated with conveyor belts (Topbelt cranes)

Implementation of specific technical solutions for the entire Potain range

- Climbing inside the building
- Anchorage to the building
- Mixed mast compositions with connecting mast
- Installation in seismic areas and in areas subject to special wind constraints

Customisation of standard cranes

- Particular jib length
- Larger mast section
- Specific equipment (chassis, mechanisms, etc.)
- Special accesses

A team of experts

Competent: The designated Lift Solutions team is based in the Centre of Excellence for Potain tower cranes, France, and works together with the Potain engineering teams.

Reactive: Your consultant takes charge of your project and will respond promptly to any queries you may have.

Innovative: The team’s objective: to create THE SOLUTION suited to your project.

For all your special requests

Visit manitowoc.com or contact:
Tel: +33 (0)4 72 81 51 54
email: serviceliftsolutions@manitowoc.com
Tailor-made Potain tower cranes

Lift Solutions specialises in engineering, studying, designing, producing and implementing special tower cranes. Our team will help you define your job site’s requirements, offer you a complete technical engineering service, studies on all types of application, a comprehensive design of the product with optimised characteristics and will present you with the most appropriate solution.

A unique consultant
Lift Solutions is your partner and can advise you on how to successfully complete your project. Always at your service and efficient: your unique consultant will develop a lasting relationship with you. They will give you the answers most suited to your needs, by utilising their wealth of experience and expert knowledge of tower cranes.

Renowned know-how
For over 90 years, our team has been effectively capitalising on the renowned global expertise available to them, whether this involves designing innovative “turnkey” solutions or optimising existing equipment.

A tailor-made solution for your project
Our applications:

- Dams
- Bridges
- Shipyards
- Industries
- Power plants
- High rise buildings